Fortinet Security Solutions for SMBs
Enabling small and midsize businesses to thrive with comprehensive
industry-leading security

Simple, cost-effective security across your growing
business
A successful small business needs to focus on two primary themes—growth and a shrewd
oversight of cash flow. A successful security breach can instantly derail both of these, and 43% of
attacks target SMBs. With the rapid adoption of new technologies and instantaneous data-sharing
in and out of your traditional networking perimeters, breaches are easier than ever and can
impede critical productivity cycles and/or result in sensitive data being lost and your customers’
trust coming into question.
At Optec, we can help you ensure that you’re able to protect what you have worked so hard
to build and enable you to keep growing through intelligent security solutions from Fortinet.
Fortinet Security Fabric solutions for SMBs are based on the industry’s best firewall/unified
threat management (UTM), and are tightly integrated with other core infrastructure and security
components to protect your entire business from advanced threats.

Fortinet Security Fabric
for SMBs
•

Security & SD-WAN:
Industry-leading
NGFW technology and
SD-WAN capabilities in
a single device

•

Secure Access:
Extends security across
wired and wireless
connections

•

Secure Cloud
Solutions: Shift
operations and
applications to the
cloud safely

•

Management &
Analytics: Simple,
cloud-based oversight
for basic and advanced
deployments

Fortinet Security Fabric
Fortinet provides security solutions for all parts of the network and infrastructure that are
designed to work together as a single, integrated Security Fabric to protect against sophisticated
threats. The Fortinet Security Fabric is designed to scale as your business grows and gives you the
ability to build an enterprise-grade security platform that gives you:
•
•
•

Broad coverage and visibility of the entire digital attack surface to better manage risk
Integrated solutions that reduce the complexity of understanding and supporting
multiple vendor point products
Automated workflows to increase the speed of operations and reduce management and
response time

Fortinet SMB Security Solutions
Security and SD-WAN
As users interact with data in new ways across multiple devices and cloud-based applications, your business can quickly become
exposed to attack if left unprotected. We can help keep your users safe and productive by combining Fortinet’s industry-leading
next generation firewall (NGFW) technology with software-defined wide-area networking (SD-WAN) with the Fortinet FortiGate,
which is available as a hardware appliance or virtually for deployment in the cloud.
FortiGate next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) consolidates multiple security and networking functions with one unified appliance
that protects businesses and simplifies infrastructure. Simplified security and networking capabilities in one box reduces the risk
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of cyber threats, enables cloud access, and frees resources, enabling business leaders to focus on
what matters most—revenue growth and profitability.
•
•
•

Built-In Security: The NGFW serves as the core of your security capabilities, so you can
achieve both leading firewall protection and compliance.
Cloud-ready with SD-WAN: Easily adopt Microsoft Office 365 and securely access
applications in the cloud without hindering application experience.
Simplified Infrastructure: A single, unified console reduces the complexity across both
wired and wireless infrastructures.

Secure Access

2/3 of organisations
are actively
consolidating
the number of
cybersecurity
vendors with which
they do business for
better operational
efficiency and cost
savings.

Ensuring that you only allow appropriate users on your network is one of the most important
security measures you can take to safeguard critical data. We can help you avoid damaging
security breaches with the Fortinet Secure Access solution. The Fortinet Secure Access solution
effortlessly extends security policies from the FortiGate to attached FortiSwitches and accompanying devices such as FortiAPs
and FortiExtenders, for wireless access and LTE coverage, respectively. In addition, two-factor authentication can be added with
FortiToken Cloud for enhanced credential security of any user attempting to enter the network.

Secure Productivity for Cloud Services
Your growing business demands technologies that enable your organisation to move faster and with greater mobility. Yet, with
more devices and cloud-based applications, comes increased security risks.
With Fortinet’s Secure Productivity Solution, we can help you create a centralised security hub for all your cloud-based
technologies. Whether you use Microsoft Office 365 or Google G-Suite, we can help you secure your Software-as-a-Service (Saas)
tools, including:
•
•
•

Identity and access management
Content and threat protection
Visibility and control of activity across clouds

Management & Analytics
Network administrators must ensure their network can support the organisation’s process. Growing quickly means more users,
devices and technology to manage. Fortinet delivers growing organisations single-pane-of-glass management across their entire
security architecture delivered as-a-service.
FortiGate Cloud offers a range of management and services across FortiGate, FortiSwitch, FortiAP, and FortiExcluder, which
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zero-touch provisioning
Configuration management
Reporting and analytics
Multitenancy
Sandboxing
Indicators of compromise
Two-factor authentication

Ready to Secure your SMB?
Get in touch with our team to learn more about how you can secure your SMB with Fortinet’s industry-leading security solutions.
Call 01280 878597
Email sales@optec.co.uk
Visit www.optec.co.uk
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